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Mrs. Deborah Andrews 
Forensic Science  
Parental/Guardian Permission 
  
Dear Parent/Guardian of Forensic Science Student,  
  
You are receiving this form because your son/daughter has registered for Forensic Science. I 
am excited that your son/daughter has expressed an interest in forensics, a multidisciplinary 
field that is gaining popularity due to media exposure through television shows such as  CSI . 
Forensic Science provides a hands-on approach to peak students' interest and to show the 
methods that criminologists use in the field every day. Throughout the course, students will 
enhance their working knowledge and application of a number of scientific processes and 
research skills, including: observing, comparing, relating, sorting, classifying, analyzing, making 
inferences, problem solving, drawing conclusions, organizing data, and metric measurements. 
Furthermore, they will build on social skills and communication with peers through group and 
laboratory activities, and explore the impact of the media on the public’s understanding of 
forensic science.  
  
The learning style approach in this science education will involve three levels of activities and 
instruction.  
First, exploration activities allow for hands-on immersion of the student immediately into the 
topic.  Secondly, conceptual development will require the student to perform outside reading, 
provide lectures, observe speakers from various fields of forensic science, and observe videos 
related to the subject material. Thirdly, and possibly the most difficult and frustrating will be the 
application work. It requires greater student creativity and planning of procedures, require 
analysis for more of the class period, and tends to be open-ended.  As a result, your child will 
gain some valuable insight into the scientific process and how it can be used in the real world. 
However, due to the nature of the course, I would like to inform you of a few things that your 
child will encounter as he/she participates in Forensic Science. 
  



Some material, videos, slides, and lectures will contain graphic content due to the 
nature of the course subject. Although, this class is not meant to place an 
emphasis on violent crime, some units will involve discussion of some aspects of 
violent crime through lessons related to methodology, such as examining blood 
spatter to determine the angle and force of impact and examining bullets to 
determine the firearm that shot them. No real human blood will be used in the 
course. 
  
There is a focus on crime. It is not my goal to teach students how to be criminals or commit the 
perfect crime but the knowledge and skills required to process and evaluate evidence on a 
crime scene. Since this course deals with crimes, it also deals with death.  Students may be 
subject to viewing autopsy photos, to examine the effects of post-death processes, such as livor 
mortis and rigor mortis.  
  
For this reason, I am asking you as the parent or guardian of the student enrolled in this course 
to sign a consent form allowing your child to participate in the activities of this course. By 
signing, you are stating that you are fully aware of the contents which will be discussed within 
the working confines of the classroom or outside the classroom.  Please also include your email, 
so that I may more easily contact you.  If you would like to keep up to date on your child’s 
course, assignments and grades, please go to the parent portal at www.parisisd.net. As always, 
you are welcome to attend the class or activities of the class. If a student misses a class for any 
reason, they can always catch up by seeing me during tutorials from 8:00-8:30. Tutorials are in 
room 1501. 
 
Thank you for allowing me this opportunity to explain the concept behind the Forensic Science 
course. You can also always reach me at  903-737-7400, ext. 2520 . Please leave a message if it 
is during class time and I will get back to you as quickly as possible. I also check my email as 
often as I can throughout the day. Email is the easiest way to reach me. My email is: 
deborah.andrews@parisisd.net . 
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Forensic Science Permission Slip 
 
Disclaimer: I have read the attached letter. I fully understand and give permission 
for my student _______________________ at Paris High School to participate in 
the activities of the Forensic Science class. I understand that the nature of the 
course will contain some graphic material.  
  
  
_______________________________ _____________________________  
Signature of Parent/Guardian   Date  
  
  
________________________________ _____________________________ 
Parent email address      Parent contact number  
  
  
 


